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36'25 grs. of silver, and the Roman denarius ought to have
weighed 72*5. But if we reckon the obolos at 10*75,
the five Asses are equivalent to 26-750, and the Roman
denarius to only 53'5.
I cannot see my way in this dilemma,
2.	Why did the League coin no federal money of the
larger denominations then in general circulation over all
Greece ?
Mr. Freeman, I think, gives us data for replying that the
League government only did what circumstances required
it to do in the way of centralisation. It issued a coin to
serve as a standard, and coined money to serve as a com-
mon medium of exchange, and meet its own payments in
the most convenient way. The federal treasury was filled
by requisitions on the different cities, and the expenditure
of the League was confined to certain objects. The federal
standard would be that in which accounts were kept The
League required money to pay garrisons and mercenary
troops. Each city also furnished its contingent of troops^
which the existing coinage indicates that it payed with the
money of its local mint. The difference in the intrinsic
value of coins issued from the city mints proves that all
large payments to foreign states or merchants, or to hired
troops, must have been made in larger coin, and the
exchange calculated on the League standard. Each city
must have had its requisition fixed by that standard. As
the coins of the different cities vary in weight greatly,
there can be no doubt that to a certain degree they served
merely as representatives of value, and it is quite possible
that the large payments of the cities were habitually made
in didrachms and tetradrachms, or in Macedonian gold.
3.	What was the object of the letters, monograms, and
city symbols on the silver coins ?

